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Abstract. Many diﬀerent constraint programming (CP) systems exist today. For
each CP system, there are many diﬀerent ﬁltering algorithms. Researchers and
developers usually choose a CP system of their choice to implement their ﬁltering
algorithms. To use these ﬁltering algorithms on another system, we have to port
the code over. This situation is clearly not desirable. In this paper, we propose
a generic C++ interface for writing ﬁltering algorithms called GIFT (Generic
Interface for FilTers). By providing the generic interface on diﬀerent CP systems,
we can reuse any ﬁltering algorithms easily. A case study on reusing scheduling
ﬁltering algorithms between Mozart and Figaro further highlights the feasibility
of this approach.

1

Introduction

Today many programming systems and libraries make extensive use of the constraint
programming technology. Examples include ILOG [ILO97b], CHIP [BSKC97], GNU
Prolog [DC00], CLAIRE [CJL99], Mozart [Moz99]. A central theme of these recent
CP systems is that they provide the capability for users to program their own constraints [MW97,PL95].
Meanwhile, researchers have proposed many filtering algorithms to improve constraint
propagation. Examples include the all different constraints [Rég94], the task intervals
constraint [CL94] and some scheduling constraints that incorporate Operations Research
techniques [BPN95]. Usually, as a proof of concept, they implement these algorithms as an
extension of a specific CP system. When other researchers/developers wish to implement
the algorithms, they often have to program the algorithms from scratch.
As a result, we have the scenario that many programmers implement similar filtering
algorithms in different CP systems. What we really like to have is a single implementation
of a filtering algorithm that runs on any CP system. Figure 1 shows graphically our
intention.
In Nicolas Beldiceanu and Warwick Harvey and Martin Henz and François Laburthe
and Eric Monfroy and Tobias Müller and Laurent Perron and Christian Schulte,
editors, Proceedings of the Workshop on Techniques for Implementing Constraint
Programming Systems - TRICS, pages 86–100, Singapore, September 2000.
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Clearly, we can have better code reuse if everyone implements filtering algorithms
for a single CP system. Unfortunately, many CP systems exist for different purposes.
Yet, this thought provides us with the key idea to this work. Most CP systems are
extensible by C/C++ and by relying on a generic C++ interface, we can implement
filtering algorithms through the use of the interface. We do not need to concern themselves
with system-specific issues. What we need to do is to implement the interfaces on different
CP systems.
In this paper, we review the important functionalities that a filtering algorithm will
need from a CP system in the context of finite domain constraints. By extracting these
functional requirements, we identify a suitable interface between the CP system and the
filtering algorithms. Instead of providing everything using one thick interface, we define a
set of thin interfaces, namely CP Service Interface, CP Constraints Interface, CP Finite
Domain Interface, CP Variables Interface. Filtering algorithms are mostly concerned
with the latter two to help achieve local-consistency by domain reduction. The difference
between finite domains and variables is that a variable links a finite domain to the actual
variable in the store. Constraints and filtering algorithms have an analogous relationship
in that the constraints represent meta-information about the filtering algorithms. The CP
Service is an interface use for communicating information between the filtering algorithms
and the CP System.
Building on the interface, we show the design of an interface for ILOG and Mozart.
The interface can be extended to other CP systems readily. Despite the differences between ILOG and Mozart, both represent constraints as objects in their systems. To
program our own constraints, we can extend from the pre-defined constraint classes on
both systems. Thus, it means that our interface class can be a member of the extended
constraint class.

As a concrete proof of concept, we present a case study on the sharing of filtering
algorithms between Mozart and Figaro [HMN99]. Although the two CP systems have
significant differences, we show that both systems can share filtering algorithms through
our generic interface. Moreover, experimental evaluation shows that the overhead for our
generic interface is minimal for solving constraint problems.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the filtering algorithms’
design requirements of the generic interface. Section 3 outlines the interface declaration
given in C++. Section 4 shows how the interface can be implemented in ILOG and
Mozart. Section 5 gives an example of the implementation of a filtering algorithm. Section 6 provides a case study illustrating the reuse of scheduling propagators between
Mozart and Figaro. Section 7 discusses how we can handle differences among different
CP systems and sheds some light on our future work.

2

Design Requirements

This section explains how a filtering algorithm can interact with the CP system. By
identifying the operations, we can provide an interface to such operations in a generic
way. In addition, the interface should ensure that the filtering algorithms are loosely
coupled with the underlying CP system so as to achieve platform independence.
The requirements of a filtering algorithms are as follows:
1. A filtering algorithm needs to identify variables and manipulate their respective domains. Manipulation usually comes in the form of domain reduction.
2. A filtering algorithm needs to communicate its state to the CP system. It needs to
tell the CP system whether it is entailed or failed.
3. A filtering algorithm may need to communicate changes to the CP system. There
may be advanced filtering algorithms that can replace the current constraint with a
better constraint when they meet a certain condition or when other constraints unify
two variables in the filtering algorithm.
4. A filtering algorithm may need to get information from the CP system. For example,
it may want to query if two variables in the filters are referring to the same variable.
5. A filtering algorithm should be stateful. Some filter algorithms need to maintain a
support graph in order to speed up filtering. For system independence, we should
construct these graphs and keep them in the filtering algorithms.
6. A filtering algorithm must be able to create a copy of itself. This requirement allows search algorithm to restore the state of the store, which includes the individual
filtering algorithms, to a previous state, during a backtracking search.

3

Generic Interface

This section describes the important parts of the interface, especially with respect to the
requirements listed out in the previous section. We represent this set of interfaces using
the following C++ classes, namely, CP Service, CP Constraint, CP Variable and CP
Finite Domain.

Program 1 The CP FiniteDomain interface
class CPFD {
public:
// constructors to be defined...
int getMin() const;
// returns minimum value
int getMax() const;
// returns maximum value
int getValue() const;
// return a singleton value or -1
int
int
int
int

operator
operator
operator
operator

>=(const
<=(const
&=(const
-=(const

int
int
int
int

v);
v);
v);
v);

//
//
//
//

filter off
filter off
set domain
takes away

values less than v
values greater than v
to v
v from FD

~CPFD(); // destructor
};

Program 1 shows a basic interface for CP Finite Domain. Programmers can use the
interface to access the domain and modify the domain. To provide backward compatibility
to Mozart’s propagators, we kept the overloaded operators for domains manipulation.
Program 2 shows the interface of CP Variable. These variables hold the finite domain
and the identity of the variables themselves. In this simple setup, the CP Variable needs
only to return its CP Finite Domain for domain accesses and modifications. Thus, the
CP Variable and CP Finite Domain classes help to encapsulate system-specific details
about the variables from the programmers.

Program 2 The CP Variable interface
class CPFDVar {
public:
// constructor : to be defined...
CPFD& operator * (void) { return (*fd); } // for accessing
CPFD* operator -> (void) { return (fd); } // finite domains
~CPFDVar(); // destructor
};

There are four types of operations in CP Service. From the filtering algorithm point
of view, it allows communicating information to and from the CP system. Similarly, from
the CP system point of view, it allows an additional channel to communicate information
to and from the filtering algorithm. Using an interface class allows more expressivity in
passing arguments and returning values. This interface fulfills requirements (2), (3) and
(4) described in the previous section. By implementing the filtering algorithm as an
object, we achieve (5). C++ provides an interface known as a copy constructor for every

class. A copy constructor allows the programmers to create a copy of an existing object.
The copy constructor naturally fulfills (6).
Program 3 illustrates an interface that can communicate the propagation result to
the CP system. We use an enumerated type, CPState, to reflect the state of the filtering
algorithms. The filtering function must return the CPService reference pointing to itself
(i.e. *this). In this way, we can write more concise code without declaring any additional
variables to store the return CPService object.
Program 3 A CP Service interface
enum {FAIL, ENTAIL, SLEEP} CPState;
class CPService {
public:
// constructor : to be defined...
CPService(const CPService &rhs); // copy constructor
CPService& entail(); // mark state to entail
CPService& fail();
// mark state to fail
CPService& sleep(); // mark state to sleep
// advance services omitted ...
CPState getResult(); // gets the propagation result
};

4

Implementing Interface

This section gives some pointers on the actual implementation of the interface in ILOG
and Mozart.
4.1

ILOG

In ILOG, the finite domains are represented using the IlcIntExp class. For most operations, there should be a one-to-one correspondence between the interface functions’
declaration and ILOG’s IlcIntExp member functions. Program 4 gives an example of
the implementation of accessing and modifying the finite domain.
In this setup, the identity of the variable is not necessary. Although this interface
class seems redundant in ILOG’s context, it can be useful for other systems. Program 5
shows a straightforward implementation of this additional wrapper code for ILOG. It is
important that the copy constructor must be properly defined because by default, the
copy constructor of C++ does a member-wise copy of the class. In other words, we must
copy the content of the pointer and not just the pointer only.
In ILOG, they represent the solver using the IlcManager class. Thus, the CP Service
interface should contain IlcManager. In addition, to remove a constraint from the manager, we must remember the constraint object. Program 6 shows the implementation of
what we just described.

Program 4 Simple ILOG’s Implementation CP Finite Domain interface
class CPFD {
IlcIntExp fd;
public:
CPFD(IlcIntExp i) : fd(i) { }
int getMin() const { return fd.getMin();} // get min value
int operator >=(const int v) { // filter off values
fd.setMin(v);
// less than v
return fd.getSize();
}
};

Program 5 ILOG’s Implementation CP Variable Interface
class CPFDVar {
CPFD* fd;
public:
CPFDVar(IlcIntExp var) { fd = new CPFD(var); }
// copy constructor must be properly defined
~CPFDVar() { delete fd; } // destructor
CPFD& operator * (void) { return (*fd); } // for getting
CPFD* operator -> (void) { return (fd); } // back Finite Domains
};

4.2

Mozart

In Mozart, they represent the finite domains using a OZ_FiniteDomain object. As before,
there should be a one-to-one correspondence with the interface functions’ declaration and
the Mozart’s OZ_FiniteDomain member functions. Program 7 gives an example of the
implementation of accessing and modifying the finite domain. The striking similarity
between the CP Finite Domain interface and the OZ_FiniteDomain should not be surprising. CP Finite Domain was originally modeled using OZ_FiniteDomain class as the
base.
Like in ILOG, the CP Variable interface class is redundant in our simple setup.
Program 8 shows an almost equivalent implementation of Mozart CP Variable interface.
Mozart’s CP Service interface is slightly simpler than the ILOG’s version because
many things are handled directly by the Mozart’s constraint solver. Program 9 is just
another fancy way to return the filtering results. Though this way seems overweight in
this context, this interface is useful for the ILOG system.

5

Programming Filters

This section illustrates how to write a simple inequality filter, i.e. x 6= y. In addition, it
shows how the whole setup should work under Mozart and ILOG.
The simple inequality filter (x 6= y) rules are:

Program 6 ILOG’s Implementation CP Service interface
class CPService {
CPState state;
IlcManager M;
IlcConstraint currCon;
public:
CPService(IlcManager m,IlcConstraint c)
: currCon(c), M(m) { }
CPService& entail() {
M.remove(currCon);
state = ENTAIL; return *this;
}
CPService& fail() { state = FAIL; return *this; }
CPService& sleep() { state = SLEEP; return *this; }
CPState getResult() { return state; }
};

Program 7 Mozart’s Implementation CP Finite Domain interface
class CPFD {
OZ_FiniteDomain fd;
public:
CPFD(const OZ_FiniteDomain &i) : fd(i) { }
int getMin() const { return fd.getMinElem();} // get min value
// filter off values less than v
int operator >=(const int v) { return fd >= v; }
};

1. If x’s domain is disjoint to y’s domain, filter is entailed.
2. If x and y are both singletons,
(a) and if x’s singleton value 6= y’s singleton value , filter is entailed. (Note this step
is already subsumed by step 1)
(b) Otherwise, filter is failed.
3. If only x is singleton,
(a) take out x’s singleton value from y’s domain
(b) Filter is entailed if y’s domain size is not zero. Otherwise, filter is failed.
4. If only y is singleton,
(a) take out y’s singleton value from x’s domain
(b) Filter is entailed if x’s domain size is not zero. Otherwise, filter is failed.
Program 10 implements the filter rules. Recall that *x and *y are for getting the
finite domains’ representation of variable x and y, and the -= – operator takes away the
right-hand side value from the left-hand side finite domain. The & – operator intersects

Program 8 Mozart’s Implementation CP Variable interface
class CPFDVar {
CPFD* fd;
public:
CPFDVar(const OZFiniteDomain &f) { fd = new CPFD(f); }
// copy constructor must be properly defined
~CPFDVar() { delete fd; } // destructor
CPFD& operator * (void) { return (*fd); } // for getting back
CPFD* operator -> (void) { return (fd); } // Finite Domains
};

Program 9 Mozart’s Implementation CP Service interface
class CPService {
public:
CPService() { }
CPService& entail() { state = ENTAIL; return *this; }
CPService& fail() { state = FAIL; return *this; }
CPService& sleep() { state = SLEEP; return *this; }
CPState getResult() { return state; }
};

two finite domains whereas function getSize() returns the number of elements in the
domain produced by the & – operator.
To call the filter from ILOG, we can call the filtering function as follows.
void IlcDiffConstraint::propagate() {
CPFDVar x(_x), y(_y);
CPService s(_x.getManager(),*this);
diffFilterObject->filter(s,x,y);
}
The _x and _y are IlcIntExp objects. After initializing the CP Variable, we can instantiate a service object with a manager and the identity of the current constraint.
Finally, we can execute the filtering function by passing in the CP Service object and the
CP Variable objects. There is no need to take care of the propagation result because in
ILOG, when the domain of a variable becomes empty, a failure will be triggered in the
manager [ILO97a].
To call the filter from Mozart, we implement the following.
OZ_Return DiffProp::propagate() {
CPFDVar x(*_x), y(*_y);
CPService s;
diffFilterObject->filter(s,x,y);

Program 10 The x 6= y filtering member function
CPService& diffFilter::filter(CPService &svc, CPFDVar
{
if ((*x & *y).getSize() == 0)
// rule
return svc.entailed();
if (x.isSingleton() && y.isSingleton())
// rule
if (x.getSingleElem() != y.getSingleElem())
return svc.entailed();
else
return svc.failed();
if (x.isSingleton())
// rule
if ((*y -= x.getSingleElem())==0)
return svc.failed();
else
return svc.sleep();
if (y.isSingleton())
// rule
if ((*x -= y.getSingleElem())==0)
return svc.failed();
else
return svc.sleep();
}

&x, CPFDVar &y)
1
2

3

4

switch (s.getResult()) {
FAIL : return OZ_FAIL;
ENTAIL : return OZ_ENTAIL;
SLEEP : return OZ_SLEEP;
}
}
The _x and _y are OZ_FDIntVar objects. The implementation is similar to ILOG except
that we need to postprocess the propagation result.

6

Case Study: Sharing Scheduling Filters between Mozart and
Figaro

This section shows a case study for sharing scheduling filters between Mozart and Figaro.
First, the differences between the two CP systems: Mozart and Figaro, is observed. Then,
we show how common scheduling filters can be shared between the two different CP
systems through our generic interface.
The constraint store abstraction of Figaro is know as store [HMN99]. It contains
variables and propagators as data. Moreover, it differs from the standard way of using a
direct reference to the objects of the constraint store. It uses an indirection mechanism
which allows greater flexibility to describe the relation between propagators and variables.
Each variable has a unique identity assigned by the store during creation. The variable
Id together with a store uniquely identifies the variable that is being accessed. This is
called indirect addressing of variables.

The computational architecture of Mozart is called a space and consists of a number
of propagators connected to a constraint store. One particular feature is Mozart allows a
tree of spaces. Spaces host threads that can concurrently run at the same time. However,
variables in a space are not easily accessible as compared to a store of Figaro. The only
place to gain access to these variables in a space is through the root variable. Another
important difference is that Figaro’s stores are accessed explicitly. On the other hand,
Mozart’s spaces are embedded in the Oz virtual machine and are accessed through a
space register [Sch97].
The two scheduling filtering algorithms that we share between Mozart and Figaro
are used for solving the disjunctive scheduling problems. Specifically, these filtering algorithms model unary resource constraints. The first one is called disjunctive filter. Given
a set of tasks that requires a unary resource (i.e. resource of capacity one), disjunctive
filter reasons that no two tasks in the set can overlap in time. The second one is called
task intervals filter [CL94]. It adopts a concept taken from Operations Research called
edge-finding which performs stronger propagation than the first one.
Program 11 shows the declaration for the disjunctive filter which is shared between
Mozart and Figaro. We can also declare task intervals filter in the same way. The start
variable is a vector of CP Variable objects that represent the start time of each task.
Class CPVectorVar is a template parameter like CPService, because it is CP System
dependent. The filter has an attribute duration to represent the duration of each task.
The details on the implementation of the two filtering algorithms are beyond the scope
of this paper. Basically, we reuse the source code of Mozart in implementing the two
filtering algorithms with minor modifications. These minor modification allows us to run
the two filtering algorithms on any CP system that implements our interface.

Program 11 Declaration for Scheduling Filtering Algorithms
template<class CPService, class CPVectorVar>
class DisjunctiveFilter : public filter {
private:
int *duration;
public:
diffFilter(int *dur) : duration(dur) {}
CPService& filter(CPService &svc, CPVectorVar &start)
{
// ... implementation of disjunctive filter
}
}

Program 12 shows how to call the disjunctive filter from Mozart. We can call the task
intervals filter in the same way. The _xs and _n are space registers which contain the
array of variables and its length. As we have mentioned earlier, this is the way for Mozart
to gain access to the space and the variables. The class OZ_FDIntVarVector is a vector
class for collecting variables into start. Class OZ_Service implements CP Service. The
FDIntVarIterator object makes it possible for the OZ_Service object to iterate over

the finite domain variables in start, e.g. to automatically write back domain reductions
to the spaces.

Program 12 Mozart Interface To Call Disjunctive Filter
OZ_Return DisjunctivePropagator::propagate(void)
{
OZ_FDIntVar _start[_n];
for (int i = _n; i--; )
_start[i].read(_xs[i]);
OZ_FDIntVarVector start(_n, _start, &_xs);
FDIntVarIterator P(_n, _start);
OZ_Service svc(this, &P);
DisjunctiveFilter->filter(svc,start);
switch (s.getResult()) {
FAIL : return OZ_FAIL;
ENTAIL : return OZ_ENTAIL;
SLEEP : return OZ_SLEEP;
}
}

Program 13 shows how to call the disjunctive filter from Figaro. We can call the task
intervals filter in the same way. Figaro uses the Standard Template Library (STL) [SL95]
extensively. The STL vector class is used for start, rather than defining another new
class. In constructing each CPFDVar element, we need to have both the store and variable
Id due to indirect addressing of variables in Figaro.

Program 13 Figaro Interface To Call Disjunctive Filter
State DisjunctivePropagator::propagate() {
vector<CPFDVar> start;
vector<varId>::iterator it = _start.begin();
while (it != _start.end()) {
start.push_back(CPFDVar(store,*it)); it++;
}
CPService svc;
DisjunctiveFilter->filter(svc,start);
switch (s.getResult()) {
FAIL : return FAIL;
ENTAIL : return ENTAIL;
SLEEP : return SLEEP;
}
}

The experimental evaluation uses four scheduling benchmark problems: house problem, bridge problem, ABZ6 and MT10. We measure the overhead incurred by the generic
interface. Table 1 shows the results of the experiment. The label (Disj) means disjunctive propagator is used, while (TI) means task intervals propagator is used. We take the
average user time of five runs as the runtime (in seconds). We run the problems on a 256
MB 400MHz Pentium II PC running Linux.
Mozart Mozart w/ GIFT Figaro w/ GIFT
House (1000×) (Disj) 11.5s
12.4s
22.1s
Bridge (100×) (TI)
13.8s
14.2s
23.4s
ABZ6 (TI)
31.98s
31.98s
65.24s
MT10 (TI)
278s
279s
629.98s
Table 1. Results of Scheduling Benchmark Problem

From the results, we can observe that the overhead incurred by the generic interface
is minimal. As for Mozart, the overhead incurred is almost negligible. At the time of
the experiment, Figaro is still in its experimental stage. No fine tuning have been done
yet. We observe that Figaro runtime is about twice of Mozart implementation based
on the results of ABZ6 and MT10. From this observation, we conclude that there is no
increasing blown up in runtime when we use our generic interface. The results affirms
that our generic interface approach is practical in facilitating reuse of filtering algorithms
among different CP Systems.

7

Discussion

This section discusses the design issues for implementing advanced propagators. It discusses also the related work and future work.
In this paper, we presented a simple interface between the CP system and the filtering
algorithms. The interface cannot handle advanced filtering algorithms that can perform
constraint reasoning [HS98,Mül00]. Such filtering algorithms can impose new constraints,
replace itself with another constraint or even transform a set of constraints into another
set of constraints. In addition, it can drop old variables from a constraint and add new
variables to a constraint. In Mozart, constraints can unify two variables making them
equal by reference.
Not all constraint reasoning can be implemented in this interface, but we are able
to handle imposing and replacing of constraints. To do that, we can use the CP Constraint interface. This interface class consists of a number of static member functions that
when called return a pointer to a new constraint object containing a particular filtering
algorithm. To impose an all-different constraint, we can code:
svc.impose(CPConstraint::makeAllDiffConstraint())
We define void dropVar(varId v) and void addVar(varId v) for dropping and adding
variables respectively. The member function void equatevar(varId x, varId y) allows us to unify the variables.

Having a specific operation like unification of variables can have subtle effects on
the implementation of filtering algorithms. In Mozart, variables equality is represented
directly. Such representation may not exists on other CP systems. In that case, when
equatevar is called, the implementation can either issue a no-op or introduce an equality
constraint. Doing so may decrease the strength of the propagation. More importantly,
programmers should be aware of such differences and ensure that the filtering algorithms
end result must be consistent in different CP systems.
By making the interface as generic as possible, we omitted some system specific
features. For example, a CP system may wish to enquire information about the domain
reduction rate of a filtering algorithm. Although it is easy to include this additional
communicating interface between filtering algorithms and the CP system, it is clearly not
desirable because of its specific nature. Moreover, nothing is stopping the programmer
to modify the GIFT interface to suit her particular needs.
Although this particular work is new to the constraint programming community, the
ideas of interfacing has a long history. Some recent work includes Simplified Wrapper
Interface Generator(SWIG) [Bea96], which wraps C/C++ code and extend it to different scripting languages, and Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) [Sli00], which lets the
user access different relational database systems using a common interface. Furthermore,
[GHJV94] mentions the use of the adapter design pattern which is another name for
interface and wrapper.
The future direction of this work is to focus more on the advanced filtering algorithms
and identify the functionalities that these filtering algorithms need. Another problem is
that even with a generic interface, extending the predefined constraint class is unnecessary
tedious. It may be worthwhile to implement stub generation tools based on a simplified
class definition.

8

Conclusion

There is a many-to-many relationship between CP systems and filtering algorithms. To
achieve a higher degree of reuse, we should only need to implement the filtering algorithms
once and be able to run it on any CP system.
The key idea to achieve this goal is to use the idea of an interface. Instead of just
providing a single thick interface, we made the interface more organized and manageable
by decomposing the interface into a set of interfaces, namely CP Service, CP Constraint,
CP Variable and CP Finite Domain.
Based on this idea, we identified the important requirements of the filtering algorithms
and designed the different interface classes. Following that, we implemented the interface
in Mozart and showed how a filtering function can be called from Mozart. We also showed
the design of the interface using ILOG. The case study further proved the practicality
of this approach. We expect reuse of filtering algorithms will speed up development time
and allow us to concentrate on other aspects of constraint programming.
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